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Centive Solutions www.centivesolutions.com 

Centive Solutions offers a software platform allowing professional users who work with computer 3D models to 

experience their creations in immersive virtual reality in a simple, affordable and qualitative way. This helps 

understanding the 3D model and communicating it efficiently between colleagues or to clients avoiding 

unnecessary misunderstandings along the way. Today, our solution is used for internal verification of 3D 

models and in sales applications by companies around Europe. 

Ville Stohne, COO and Co-founder, ville.stohne@centivesolutions.com  

Christoph Blömeke, CSO and Co-founder, christoph.bloemeke@centivesolutions.com 
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Challengera www.challengera.com 
All fundamental work processes that all companies have in common are being made more efficient as we speak 
through digitalization. Cleary, cascading initiatives internally is one such process – and an important one. At 
Challengera we help our clients to execute on their strategic initiatives while driving accountability, recognition 
and hence engagement internally. We do this with a cloud-based social tool – as a stand-alone or to integrate 
to your existing platforms. 
The result? We secure business results faster for some of the most amazing companies (Fortune 100) out 
there. We have great cases both on ‘soft topics’ (such as ‘core values’ or CSR cascading) & ‘hard business 
metrics’ (SKUs reduction in complex manufacturing environment or Cash Conversion Cycle). 
 

Magnus Malmberg, Co-founder, magnus@challengera.com   

Arnaud Henneville, Co-founder, arnaud@challengera.com  
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Dreamler www.dreamler.com  
Dreamler is an online tool available on multiple devices that helps groups of people with a shared vision to 
improve quality of their plans and the realisation by making process discovery and planning a more 
collaborative and visual activity. 
 
Mathias Gullbrandson, CEO, mathias@dreamler.com  

_________________________________________________ 

 
Elsip www.elsip.se 
Elsip is a semiconductor IP company, solving the traffic congestion challenges in multicore circuits, thereby 
unleashing their true potential. Our customers are semiconductor companies and OEM companies designing 
their own semiconductor solutions, either fully customized (ASIC) or using industry standard programmable 
platforms (FPGA).  Elsip is a spinoff from KTH - Royal Institute of Technology - in Stockholm, Sweden.  
 
Adam Edström, CEO, adam@elsip.se  
Bengt Edlund, Director of Sales and Marketing, bengt@elsip.se  
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Innorange www.innorange.fi  

Innorange is your strategic partner in measuring, analysing and improving the shopper traffic at retail. 
Innorange’s Business Intelligence combines shop level sales drivers, which uncovers where the best 
opportunities in increasing your total sales revenue exist.  With Innorange’s business intelligence you know 
how to optimise staffing, where to focus your marketing investments and how to improve sales conversion. – 
Knowing where and how to invest results in better sales improvement. 

 
Markku Siikala, Senior Advisor, markku.siikala@innorange.fi  
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Leia Media www.leiamedia.com  
Leia Media’s mission is to deliver information globally in an environmentally and economically sustainable 
manner, through our revolutionary ePaper solution. Leia Media’s e Paper solution features three integrated 
elements; 1) Leia ePaper; 2) a cloud-based media server; and 3) a M2M radio application. Leia is a tablet-like 
eReader that is powered 100% by solar energy. It is the world’s thinnest, yet durable eReader.  Leia’s cloud-
based media server allows content owners (publishers) the ability to keep their materials up-to-date, always 
and everywhere. Our unique radio application provides the last-meter Bluetooth connection to Leia. 
 

Antti Korhonen, CEO, antti.korhonen@leiamedia.com  
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Severalnines www.severalnines.com 
Severalnines provides automation and management software for database clusters. We help companies deploy 
their databases in any environment, and manage all operational aspects to achieve Severalnines availability. 
Severalnines' goal is to provide the full 'deploy, manage, monitor, scale' cycle to developers, thus freeing them 
from the complexity and learning curves that are typically associated with highly available database clusters. 
 

Jean-Jerome Schmidt, VP Marketing, jj@severalnines.com  
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Unomaly www.unomaly.com 
Based in Stockholm, Unomaly is a new way of monitoring critical systems – self learning, data driven and 
change oriented. It automatically understands normal and detects incidents, problems and issues due to their 
anomalous nature. Founded 2010, our vision is to contribute to drastically lowering the global impact of the 
unknown by making it naturally visible. We believe this will act as a catalyst for the rapid change and 
continuous improvement that is required for businesses to innovate. 
 
Matias Cuba, VP Sales, matias@unomaly.com  
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